Ransomes Auto-Certes 20" cut & 18" cut

Single point height-of-cut.
A single micro hand wheel adjusts the height-of-cut from 1/4" to 3/4" at only 1/64 at a time.

for a superb finish to golf greens, cricket squares and bowling greens

Dual control. Separate landroll and reel clutches enable easy control of the mower at all times.

Brush and Comb Set. A nylon brush and steel comb are optional extras, for controlled turf grooming.

Super strength cutting reel. The 10-knife, impact resistant steel, cutting reel stays razor sharp longer—gives a perfect finish.

Transporting. Power-driven transport wheels allow quick, effortless site-to-site transportation.

Outrigger rolls. Fitted as optional extensions to normal front roll—gives extra stability on undulating green.

Ransomes Sims & Jefferies Ltd., Ipswich. Manufacturers of the largest range of grass machinery in Europe